ENGLISHMAN- DISCOVERS,   FRENCHMAN ANNEXES	3S
Amouroux and Place, in their work ISAdministration et
Les Maristes en Nouvelle-Calidonie, have some pertinent
comment on the role played by the missionaries—and as the
authors were among the early colonists of the island, their
remarks can't be disregarded. 'The missionaries,5 they write,
6 not thinking that their tasks should be carried out in peace
and by civilized methods, sowed dissensi9n, meanwhile
obtaining the best parts of the island from pious admin-
istrators, who robbed the natives shamelessly. The Marists
without any authorization, but at the same time supported
by the administration, energetically enlisted their converts
for their profits, traded with them, and made use of their
labour, until Bouarate, chief of Hienghene (early mission
centre) revolted, crying out in protest: 4 We don't want these
t'katas (sorcerers) any more. The gown of a priest, thinly
disguises the exploiter under the name of brother-worker,
the spy under the name of catechist!'
These two writers further charge the Marists with having
deliberately fostered revolts, so that the administration
would be given the opportunity of annexing more and more
of the natives' land, driving them back farther and farther
in to the mountains. They refer to a Lieutenant Boucher,
who showed a strong sense of justice and the rights of the
natives, showing them the power of French authority, but
without shedding a drop of blood or burning a native hut.
cHe had likewise protested against the monopoliser of the
soil, who too often drove the natives to revolt in order to get
their land. The missionaries, however, have not hesitated
to get his recall, and have done everything possible to prevent
his return... The Marists have contributed much to the
natural antagonism between the black and white races—more,
they have fostered hatred between black and white.5
How much of this criticism is justified is hard to decide
to-day, but two salient facts are that the mission stations do
own more than 100,000 acres of the best land in the colony
to-day, and it was in the mission centres that most of the
revolts started.
According    to    Amouroux    and    Place,    however,    the

